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- Mini BoardWalk, Schematic Simplified Tour of the PCB Manufacturing Processes

- A view on different PCB build up’s, EMC considerations,  PWR , GND and signals.

- Build in capasitance (BC Core), de-coupling

- Some stuff on PCB Materials, copper structure, glass and epoxy. 
Specify according to IPC 4101C/xxx

- Advanced HDI PCBs, microvia holes,   buried vias,  stacked and staggered
microvia holes, buried holes.

- Design Rules, design aspects, errors seen.

- Introduction to Flexible and FlexRigid PCBs 

- Introduction to MBPCB Metal Back PCB’s. Aluminium for Power and LED 
applications.

Program for 10. and 17. Mars 2014
Time, 12:15 – 14:00 both days.





…to Plated Through Holes



…from DRILLING



Photo Tools or Artwork
The gerber data or electronic data for the part is used to plot film that depicts the traces 

and pads of the board’s design. 

The photo tools or artwork 

Include solder mask and 

legend or nomenclature as 

well as the copper features. 

This film is used to place an

image on the resist.



Each of the circuit and land patterns are unique to that part number and each layer 

has its own artwork pattern or piece of film. 

Inner layer film is negative and outer layer film is positive.



Inner layer film is “negative”. That means

that the copper patterns left behind after

processing the core are the “clear”areas 

on the film.

Outer layer film is “positive”. The traces

and pads that are “opaque”on the film are

copper on the outside of the board and 

the clear areas will be clear of copper.



















































Desmear generally applies only to multilayer boards.

It is a chemical process that removes the thin 

coating of resin from the inner layer

connections that is produced by the heat 

and motion of the drill bits as they create 

the holes.

Removing the resin smear improves

the electrical connectivity.

Desmear -
Multi-layer Boards Only



























Flying Probe test machine.



Dedicated fixture on a universal grid test machine.





Final Inspection

Boards are visually inspected to assure they meet our

customers’requirements,  industry specifications and

Advanced Circuits’standards,

as well as having the physical dimensions and hole 

sizes verified.



Thanks to









END OF Mini Board Walk


